RAVEN AND HER FAMILY HEAD TO LONDON FOR A ROYAL ADVENTURE AS SEASON SIX OF 'RAVEN’S HOME' PREMIERES SUNDAY, APRIL 9, ON DISNEY CHANNEL

Season Six Trailer Now Available

"Raven's Home," the long-running hit comedy series starring and executive produced by Raven-Symoné, will return for its sixth season on SUNDAY, APRIL 9, at 8:00 p.m. EDT/PDT on Disney Channel and DisneyNOW, and will be available WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19, on Disney+. As the season begins, Raven, Booker and Alice travel to London to visit Victor, where they become entangled in a mix-up of majestic proportions when Alice is mistaken for a member of the royal family.

A spinoff of the iconic Disney Channel comedy "That's So Raven" (2003-2007), "Raven's Home" follows the hilarious adventures driven by somewhat psychic Raven Baxter (Raven-Symoné) and her son Booker (Issac Ryan Brown), who has inherited his mom's gift to catch glimpses of the future. Also starring in the series are Rondell Sheridan as Raven's easygoing and loveable dad, Victor; Mykal-Michelle Harris (ABC's "mixed-ish") as Raven's young cousin, Alice; Felix Avitia (Disney's "Gamers Guide to Pretty Much Everything") as Neil, Victor's neighbor and Booker's high school classmate; and musician and singer Emmy Liu-Wang ("The Slumber Party") as Ivy, a young neighbor who babysits Alice.
Returning in recurring roles for season six are Ernie Grunwald ("Call Me Fitz") as Lazlo, Victor's loyal head chef at the Chill Grill; Juliana Joel ("Absolute Dominion") as Raven's wealthy design assistant, Nikki; JeCobi Swain ("Home Economics") as Alice's classmate and arch-rival, Dylan; and Marissa Reyes ("Spirit Halloween") as Booker's on-again, off-again girlfriend, Cami. Additionally, former "Raven's Home" series regular Sky Katz ("Surviving Summer") will return for a guest-starring appearance as Tess O'Malley, Booker's high-spirited and confident friend, whose arrival in San Francisco causes a jealous Neil to question his status as Booker's BFF.

"Raven's Home" is executive produced by Emmy®-nominated writer/producer partners Scott Thomas and Jed Elinoff ("Malibu Rescue," Disney's "Randy Cunningham: 9th Grade Ninja"), Anthony C. Hill ("Family Reunion," "Raven's Home"), and Robin M. Henry ("The Queen Latifah Show") along with Raven-Symoné. Developed by Thomas and Elinoff, the series was created by "That's So Raven" creators Michael Poryes and Susan Sherman, is a production of It's a Laugh Productions, Inc., and carries a TV-G parental guideline.

"Raven's Home" is available on Disney Channel, DisneyNOW and Disney+. All four seasons of "That's So Raven" are also available on Disney+.
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Follow on [Instagram](https://www.instagram.com) and [Twitter](https://twitter.com) for up-to-date news on #RavensHome.
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